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Our project aims to optimize QR 
decomposition, which factorizes 
a matrix into an orthogonal 
matrix (Q) and an upper 
triangular matrix (R), by 
developing efficient algorithms 
and techniques to improve its 
computational efficiency and 
precision.

QR decomposition is crucial for 
various applications in linear algebra and 
numerical computation.

• Implement tiled QR to enhance the parallelism and performance of the QR 

decomposition process.

• Investigate and incorporate any other relevant advancements 

or optimizations in the field to enhance the overall algorithm.

General QR Decomposition Application Targets

✓ Implement a fast and correct 
version of mixed precision QR 
using GPU.

✓ Implementation should use the 
GPU's half precision data 
type for the matrix 
multiplications and single 
precision for 
remaining operations.

✓ The computing accuracy and 
speed to be higher than that of 
a naive implementation on an 
x86 CPU architecture.

✓ Integration into an Open-
Source Package.

Hardware Constraints

NVIDIA RTX 2080

# of SMs 46

Threads/SM 1024

Blocks/SM 16

TC FMA dimension 16x16x16

TC / SM 8

SMEM 64KB

RF 4 * 64kB

Software Dependencies

• CUDA Toolkit:
- Version: CUDA Toolkit 9.1 
or higher
- Provides development 
tools and libraries for GPU 
programming

• NVIDIA GPU Driver:
- Required for NVIDIA RTX 
2080 hardware 
compatibility
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Error criteria

* L: the trapezoidal submatrix below 
the main diagonal of R

By utilizing GPU parallel computing, we 
can perform several tasks at once, 
leading to significant speedup compared 
to traditional sequential CPU processing.

Input Matrix A: Random Float 
Matrix
Matrix Sizes: Various Sizes

Figure 1:
Runtimes of QR decomposition

Figure 2:
Sustained performance of QR 
decomposition

• By implementing the block QR decomposition in parallel on a GPU, we 
saw a speedup of over 10x compared to the sequential CPU 
implementation for large matrices, meeting our success criteria for 
execution time

• Our performance bottleneck is in the construction of matrix Q, which 
takes about 80% of the execution time, this can be accelerated on the 
GPU

Procedures

To address this challenge, our team implements several techniques to 
accelerate the QR decomposition process.

Block QR
Split the input matrix into smaller 
block matrices and perform QR 
decomposition on each block.

Mixed Precision

•Iterate over columns
 -Compute householder matrix to

  zero column below diagonal
 -Update matrix A  by A = HA

•After iterating over all columns A = R

WY Transformation

Householder QR

• Householder QR: full precision
• Update  trailing matrix: half 

precision.

Divide the matrix to N 
blocks. N is a power of 2.

Send every block to the 
GPU core,  apply full 

precision Householder QR 
in every block.

Get all QR deposition of 
every block, then recursively 
update the trailing matrix.

(Requires large amounts 
of computation)

Parallel 
computing in 
multiple GPU 
cores.

To enhance 
efficiency, 
half precision is 
used to 
accelerate the 
process.

Combine the panel Q 
matrices from each block 

into a single matrix Q using 
the WY transformation.

Algorithm
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Combine multiple householder 
transformations into a single matrix 
via the WY-representation of matrix 
products before doing the matrix 
update.
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